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Abstract 
The lifetime of an electron pair could not be unlimited long, on the basis of this, we suggest a model. The model means that the movements of 
charge carriers in a superconductor should have three forms: the single-electron movement, the single-pair movement, and the revolving around the 
mass center of two electrons in a pair. Thus the current in a superconductor has three possible parts. Similarly, there should be three possible effects 
in a SIS junction: the tunneling of single electron, the tunneling of single pair, and the pair-forming following the pair-breaking. This paper will 
discuss these problems and present a possible temperature control DC switch effect between two superconductors. 
PACS numbers: 74.20.-z Theories and models of superconducting state, 74.50.+r Tunneling phenomena 
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1. Introduction 
To explain the superconductivity, Cooper presented the electron pair which has zero momentum and zero spin [1]. The Cooper pairs should be 
most stable and their boson feature can explain this. However, there should be non-zero momentum pairs, in spite of whether there was 
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supercurrent or not in a superconductor. Moreover, the revolving around their mass center by the two electrons in a pair may contribute to the 
current. That is to say, the current in a superconductor should have three origins, due to the movements of pairs, due to the movements of electrons, 
and due to the revolving. We will find that each of these three kinds of currents has its particular feature, especially in the tunneling process. 
Correspondingly, there should be three possible effects in a SIS junction, two of them have been reported and observed, the tunneling of the single 
electron and the Josephson effect [2]. However, the Josephson effect has been explained as the tunneling of the electron pairs, this may be wrong. 
We find that the Josephson effect is due to the pair-forming following pair-breaking. Thus the tunneling of the electron pairs has not been reported 
in fact. In this paper, three kinds of current in a superconductor and three kinds of tunneling in a SIS junction are discussed.  
 
2. Model 
We will discuss the BCS superconductors, for simplicity, while this discussion can be extended to other superconductors. The observable 
particles in a superconductor should be around the Fermi surface, thus the charge carriers are electrons (or holes) and superconducting pairs. Thus 
the Hamiltonian of electron systems should be written in three parts, H = effeH + pairH + paireH − . Because the lifetime of a pair is not infinite, 
paireH − must include two terms similar to qqkk acc
+
+
+
σσ and
+
+ qkqk acc σσ , the former expresses the pair-breaking, the latter expresses the pair-forming, 
thus we consider this Hamiltonian [3] 
H = effeH + pairH + paireH −                                                          (1) 
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for the charge carriers around the Fermi level of a spin-singlet superconductor. The electron operator σkc and the boson operator qa describe the 
electrons and superconducting pairs, respectively. We have denoted wave vector k
r
 as k , kk
r≡ . The electron Hamiltonian effeH describes the 
unpaired electrons (but they include the ones in the pair-forming and the pair-breaking process) and it can reproduce the Green’s functions and the 
unusual functions of BCS theory, while pairH  describes the paired electrons. Someone may believe
eff
eHH = for the BCS superconductors, yes or 
no? In the past, what many works handle is just the so-called “pair-forming process” and “pair-breaking process” (not the “paired state”) in the 
aspect of superconductivity, in all these works, we can take effeHH = . In describing superconductivity, we have used the unusual functions [4] 
which describe the zero momentum motion of each pair, and they belong to the “unusual propagating functions” which only describe “pair-forming 
process” (two electrons in a pair are produced at τ time and at 'τ time respectively) and “pair-breaking process”. However, if the movement of each 
pair could not be neglected, the Hamiltonian should include pairH and paireH −  as shown in Eq.(1).  
  In concerned problems, we may encounter with the Green’s function )',( ττσ −kG = ><− + )'()( ττ σστ kk ccT and the unusual functions )',( ττσ −kF  
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= >< )'()( ττ σστ kk ccT and )',( ττσ −+ kF  = >< ++ )'()( ττ σστ kk ccT . These functions are determined by effH but affected by paireH − , this is because the 
electron states should be affected by the pair-forming and the pair-breaking. Here we have noted what a function describes and what a Hamiltonian 
includes. When there is current in a superconductor, both kξ and qω are correlated with the magnetic vector potential, what are the features of the 
current? Generally, the current (density) could be written in j
r
= pairj
r
+ ej
r
+ 'j
r
, pairj
r
 is due to the movements of pairs, ej
r
 is due to the movements 
of electrons, and 'j
r
 is due to that the two electrons in a pair revolve around their mass center. Because pairj
r
is correlated to the 
operators σσ qkk cc + and
++
+ σσ kqk cc [5], thus 
pairj
r
is due to the movement of the mass center of a pair. If ej
r
=0, the resistance of the superconductor is 
zero. It is well known that London presented a relation between suppercurrent density and magnetic vector potential [6], Pippard suggested a 
non-local relation [7], and the similar relation seems having been derived with the BCS theory (and with some strongly correlated models). 
However, the relation between the current and the superconducting phase could not be derived from the BCS theory (and other theories), why? We 
suggest that the current from the BCS theory is just 'j
r
 which is because the two electrons in a pair revolve around their mass center, and this could 
be found in its derivation because 'j
r
is correlated to the pair operators σσ kk cc and
++
σσ kk cc (they correspond to zero momentum of a pair). We have 
established the equation of pairj
r
associated with both superconducting phase and magnetic vector potential. It is shown that both pairj
r
and 'j
r
 have 
the zero-resistance effect and the Meissner effect. Which is important for pairj
r
and 'j
r
? This has to be investigated. 
  
3. Three kinds of tunneling currents 
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To discuss the tunneling problem, we define the electron number and the boson number in ∑ +=
σ
σσ
,k
kk
e ccN and ∑ +=
q
qq
pair aaN respectively, it is 
easy to find ≠],[ eNH 0, ≠],[ pairNH 0, but ]2,[ paire NNH + =0. This is consistent with the total electron number conservation. This also means 
that if we will discuss their statistics, the chemical potential of electrons (which are not in the superconducting state) isμ , and the chemical 
potential of bosons is μ2 .  
To find the main features of the tunneling problem, the SIS tunneling Hamiltonian is taken in the form 
)( *
,,
σσσσ
σ
kpkppk
pk
kpT cdTdcTH
++ += ∑ + )( *
,
kpkppk
pk
kp abba
++ +∑ ττ  (2) 
The electron operator on the left is expressed in terms of one set of operators σkc  and those on the right by another set σpd , and the boson operator 
on the left is expressed in terms of one set of operators ka  and those on the right by another set pb . Following the derivation in some books, we 
take effLL HH = + qq
q
Lq aa
+∑ω + qqkk
qk
qLk accv
+
+
+∑ σσσ,, , + ++∑ qkqkqk qLk accv σσσ,, * , and effRR HH = + qqq Rq bb+∑ω  + qqkkqk qRk bddv +++∑ σσσ,, , + ++∑ qkqkqk qRk bddv σσσ,, * , , and 
we find ]2,[ pairL
e
LL NNH + =0 and ]2,[ pairReRR NNH + =0. In the calculation below, we define totalLLLL NHK μ−= and totalRRRR NHK μ−= . The current 
is calculated by I = >+<− pairLeL NNe && 2 under the applied voltageV . Because eLN& + pairLN&2 = )( *
,,
σσσσ
σ
kpkppk
pk
kp cdTdcTi
++ +−∑ + )(2 *
,
kpkppk
pk
kp abbai
++ +−∑ ττ  
and the time development of σkd operator is governed by )(tdkσ =
tiK
k
tiK RR ede −σ  and so on, as the usual case in linear approximation, we arrive 
at I = sI + JI =
eI + pairI + JI and 
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eI = )([{' )'( tAedte
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where )()()( *
,,
tctdTtA kpkp
pk
σσ
σ
+∑= and )()(2)( *
,
tatbtB kpkp
pk
+∑= τ . We have noted )(tB+< , )'(tB+ ]>=0 and )([ tB< , )'(tB ]>=0. Eq.(3) describes the 
tunneling of single electron, it is the well-known one, and one of its features is eI )2( Δ−∝ eVθ for BCS superconductors. Eq.(5) describes the 
Josephson effect, its main feature is JI ~ )sin()( φω +teVI J . Eq.(5) includes the functions >< )'()( ττ σστ kk ccT and >< ++ )'()( ττ σστ pp ddT which 
describe the pair-breaking process and the pair-forming process, these processes coupled by kpT , and these processes express the pair-forming 
following pair-breaking. In this paper, we discuss the “new term” pairI , and we arrive at 
pairI = )]2()()[2,(),(
2
2
2
,
eVnneVkApAde BB
pair
L
pair
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pk
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∞−
εεεεπ
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where we introduced the boson Green’s function )',( ττ −qDL = ><− + )'()( τττ qq aaT , the boson spectral function ),( ΩqA pairL = ),(Im2 Ω− qDretL , 
and so on.  
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4. Possible DC switch effect 
  Have one already observed pairI in experiments? There are two possibilities. One, pairI ≠0 but experimenters regard it as “noise current”. Two, 
experimenters indeed observed pairI =0 in some experiments. In the second case, it is because kpτ =0. kpτ ≠0 should require that the junction is very 
thin. Moreover, the calculation of Eq. (6) is complex than Eq.(3), this is because kpτ should obviously depend on the wave vectors k and p , and this 
dependence has to be determined. One of our conjectures is that kpτ decreases with increasing wave vectors due to the pair-breaking effect. In 
another aspect, Eq.(6) shows that pairI depends on the Boson-Einstein distribution, thus pairI increases with decreasing temperature. Moreover, 
kpτ may be larger in some SIS junction when the insulator consists of a particular material. 
If pairI ≠0, it is not difficult to find 
pairI = ),2(2 TeVf
Tk
eV
B
                                                            (7) 
for TkeV B< . This is different from the single electron tunneling current, because of eI )2( Δ−∝ eVθ for the BCS superconductors. If pairI will 
be observed, what are the possible significances? One, some technology will be improved. Because cTT << favors pairI ≠0, the superconductors in 
a SIS junction should be high temperature superconductors, but the high temperature superconductivity is usually d-wave symmetry (not the BCS 
superconductors), thus the forming of an effective junction is not easy. Two, we will take some progress in understanding superconductivity. For 
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example, a whole microscopic equation linked the supercurrent to both phase and magnetic vector potential is first found in our theory, the 
microscopic explanation of superconducting phase is first done, and so on [5]. If Eq.(7) is confirmed with experiments, the theory is also examined. 
Three, because eI =0 for Δ< 2eV , the DC current is cut off. However, when the temperature is so low that pairI ≠0, the DC current is connected. 
This is the so-called temperature control switch, and this may be applied in some technologies.  
 
5. Summary and discussion 
  Since there are the processes of the pair-forming and the pair-breaking in a superconductor, their effects could not be neglected in tunneling 
problems, thus we present the Hamiltonian (1) of a BCS superconductor, and it can be extended to other superconductors if effeH will be improved. 
This necessary gives three kinds of tunneling currents as shown in Eqs (3)-(5). The Josephson current in Eq.(5) is correlated with the 
functions >< )'()( ττ σστ kk ccT and >< ++ )'()( ττ σστ pp ddT which describe the pair-breaking process and the pair-forming process, and it is related to the 
zero-momentum pair. The tunneling of pairs is described by Eq.(4), and it gives possible temperature control DC switch effect which could occur in 
some SIS junctions.  
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